March 8, 2022

KCA Announces Sarah Knehr as the Recipient of the 2021 Top Young Leader Award
Harrisburg, PA – The Keystone Contractors Association (KCA) is pleased to announce
Quandel Construction Group’s Sarah Knehr as the recipient of the 2021 KCA Top Young
Leader Award. This award is bestowed upon emerging professionals from member
companies who play a critical role in the community and professional areas of the
construction industry.
A Senior Project Manager with Quandel, Sarah has served in the construction industry
since 2010 and has been a valuable member of the Quandel team. Starting as a
Project Engineer, it became evident that she belonged in a more challenging role and
was quickly promoted to Assistant Project Manager. Growing professionally over the
past decade, she now leads her own projects and is the key point of contact for clients
on projects.
“She is responsible, not only for administration of our construction services, but also
serves as the corporate lead for healthcare planning and design matters,” said Greg
Quandel, CEO of Quandel Enterprises. “Her skills in running efficient and timely
projects have made her one of our top project managers. Sarah’s leadership abilities
have gained respect from many who she has interacted with over the years.”
“Her work ethic and leadership skills have served her well in achieving the prestigious
recognition from the KCA. The fact that KCA chose Sarah is not surprising for those of
us that work with her on a daily basis,” said Mike Karcutskie, President of Quandel
Construction Group. “Sarah consistently manages projects with enthusiasm and
problem-solving at the forefront. Her consistent results continue to serve both Quandel
and our clients well.”
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“The KCA feels it is important to recognize the accomplishments of our industry’s future
leaders because it is these individuals that will be counted on to lead the KCA and our
construction industry for years to come,” said Jon O’Brien, Executive Director of the
KCA. “Sarah is well deserving of this award as she is respected within the construction
industry and in her community.”
For more on the KCA Top Young Leader Award and Sarah Knehr, please enjoy this
video: The 2021 KCA Top Young Leader Award.
About the KCA: The Keystone Contractors Association represents the leading commercial
construction companies in Pennsylvania and KCA provides valuable member services such as
education & training, career development, safety, labor relations, community service, and
government relations. For more information, contact the KCA at 717-731-6272 or
Jon@KeystoneContractors.com.
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